ServiceNow Project Portfolio
Management Implementation
for a UK-based Pharmaceutical
Company

ATTENTION. ALWAYS.

ABOUT THE
CUSTOMER

The client is a research-based Pharmaceutical company based out
of United Kingdom. Operating successfully in over 100 countries,
the client’s innovative medicines are used by millions of patients
globally.

TECHNICAL
CHALLENGES

The client had already implemented Project Portfolio Management
to manage all of their projects. Their existing setup already
comprised of numerous customizations in Demand, Project,
Program, and Resource Management modules. However due to
the dynamic changes in requirement to meet their business goals,
they were forced to customize the application even further. The
client was having trouble in leveraging the out of the box features
effectively to suit their requirements.
The Finance Management Module consisted of only the prevalent
metrics such as ROI, NPV, IRR etc., but the client wanted more
powerful metrics to use and enhance their financial processes.
They also wanted to inculcate a few modifications to the CAPEX
and OPEX based calculations in PPM module. The existing
investment portal required fine-tuning to suit their requirements as
well.

BUSINESS
CHALLENGES

There was an element of ambiguity in displaying the status
reports of the projects in terms of cost, time and resources. Only
a limited number of dashboard setups were available, which
again was offering hazy visibility to the Demand Managers and
the Project Managers. Consequently, it became a barrier for them
to track the actual results and compare it with the estimated
outcome, thereby creating a need for more dashboards and
customization of their existing ones. There was also redundant
assignment of roles which contributed to an increased licensing
fee associated with them.

PPM revamp streamlined
the redundant roles
assignment and eliminated
more than 10 roles and
saved the corresponding
licensing cost

THE SOLUTION

Aspire did a thorough analysis of the existing environment and
understood the changes expected to deliver the desired results.
We proposed creating the TeamSpace in ServiceNow – which
could replicate the different PPM modules and then use it as a
platform to launch the customization. Team Space was created
through process rigour and by doing so, Aspire ensured that the
out of the box features were left completely unaffected.
The client had then recently moved to the LONDON version and
to get along with that, Aspire also provided the consultation to
employ some of the out of the box features in the new release.
We re-customized some of the modules to address the client’s
specific requirements. The Demand Management module was restructured to make it more efficient and extended its capabilities by
enabling it to include approvals and new field logics. The Resource
Management module was also enhanced to meet the business’
modern requirements.

In addition to the conventional parameters (based on value, risk,
and size) we also introduced some additional factors to quantify
the project ‘Score’. The Investment Portal was revamped and
re-designed in such a way that it provided a comprehensive
view of the Project and Demand financials. Through advanced
scripting (Jelly Scripts), it was enhanced to bring up a better and
friendly UI. We conducted a trend analysis and offered solutions
with different dashboard views to captivate business users.
Multiple new dashboards such as IT Lead Dashboard, Project
Delivery Update Dashboard, and Project Portfolio Dashboard
were developed along with 10 other dashboards. While
working on this pure off-shore model, Aspire also adhered to
the industry best practices.

TECHNOLOGY
SNAPSHOT

Platform : 			
ServiceNow

RESULTS

An audit was conducted to streamline the redundant
assignment of roles to modules and as a result, as many
as 10 unwanted roles were eliminated. Consequently, the
licensing fee attached to them was eliminated, which resulted
in better resource utilization. The revamped Project Portfolio
Management implementation made it more efficient and
capable enough to match their current internal processes
and business needs. The PMO was able to meet their business
requirements and enable their existing process into a working
model with enhanced PPM capabilities.
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